AND I BEHELD ANOTHER BEAST COMING UP OUT OF THE
EARTH….

Like in a dream at night,
You are the land of opportunity,
Declaring once your independence from the King,
Motivated by the freedom of conscience,
Passionate by the spirit of liberty,
You became a harbor of hope in reality.

For many pilgrims you were the “New World”,
Almost like a promised land of Canaan,
A land of plenty,
A so called “New Atlantis”,
Where the pursuit of happiness,
Was the mindset of the time.

Many freed themselves from oppression,
And fled from religious persecution,
Leaving behind the crimes of Ages,
Crossing the big water,
To find peace in abundance,
And hope for eternity.

After many years of conquer,

And evil doing,
You declared with a loud voice….
“All men are created equal”
While keeping many people in slavery,
Indeed…I must say,
You are a land of contrasts,
Morally as philosophically.

From the beginning,
You had a double and splitted personality,
One that was of light,
Another of deep darkness,
One working for good fruits in the open,
The other conspiring behind closed doors.

All under a Masonic moon,
One working in the light,
And another in the hidden dark,
Coexisting side by side,
Sharing the same land,
Both influencing and inspiring minds and souls,
To one or the other side.

But wisely you established two Kingdoms within your nation,
Dividing the two horns of civil and religious power,

Separation between Church and State,
This may have been one of your highest achievements,
Building a Government of the people,
By the people and for the people.

These were once your foundation….
Creating an environment of progress,
Where Freedom of Speech,
As Freedom of Press was guaranteed,
And highly defended,
Not only tolerated,
But celebrated and proudly proclaimed,
Censorship was of none existence,
Ensuring no prohibition on the freedom of thought,
Nor the exercise of religion.

The Right of Privacy you highly regarded,
The Right of Private property you strongly protected,
Right to petition and freedom of assembly loud promoted,
Even more…
Habeas Corpus was once practiced as a moral principal.

Your powerful framers in the hidden once declared,
To have built a Republic for sinners,

And not for saints.

Meanwhile two hundred years have passed,
Driving on the highway of time,
Writing not only your own,
But the history of this world.

Once you were a small plant,
Today the biggest tree of all,
Spying on your friends,
Overshadowing your allies,
And destroying your enemies.

You grew from a colonial status,
Through conflict and confusion,
Into a Civil War…
From a Federation of States,
To a Confederation,
To a constitutional Republic,
Representing as good you could….
The will of the people.

Slowly over time,
From divide and conquer,
Through erosion, corruption and infiltration…

Your so beloved Republic fell,
Almost like two towers,
That crumbled to dust,
Falling from the sky.

But not over night,
You evolved to “The Empire” of today,
To the kind of Imperialism,
One… the world has never seen,
You moved from a blessing up to be the global player,
Ruled by a “Shadow Government” and “Secret Societies”,
By a so called “Deep State”.

You moved,
From a beautiful Lamb like animal,
And transformed almost into Lamb like beast,
One that looks like a lamb,
But at the same time,
One that speaks like a dragon,
Why do you listen to the serpent voice…?

By legislating morality and the conscience of the people,
Your sympathy for corporate Fascism is reflected by your fruits,
Your hunger for absolute power and control is unsaturated,
Not only through your global currency,

Or through your economical and political strength,
But by your industrial military complex,
Ruling by the law of Fear and Terror,
By the means of deceit,
By the power of drones and bombs,
This sadly has become your daily bread.

Bombing 24/7,
To bring peace and democracy,
Justifying your acts with the words,
“We are the good ones”,
While representing a deeply mendacious system,
Creating wars and rumors of wars,
Ruling with a iron fist,
With fear and terror,
Creating Problems,
Managing Reactions,
And presenting the Solution,
But what´s your aim…?
A Global Revolution?
A Postmodern Civil War?
Or only full spectrum dominance?

But there is more….
For the first time in your history,

You directly called upon the forces of darkness,
Inviting “Vicarious Filii Dei” also known as “The man of sin”
Giving him honor and glory,
Worshipping his name,
From Capitol Hill,
Inside the temple of Jupiter,
Most gave their strength to the “ultramontane”,
By receiving his counsel and proposal with joy.

This is the highway of the time…
“The broken road to destruction”,
Managing the conflict between Thesis and Antithesis,
Creating the desired Synthesis out of chaos,
As in old times practiced by the first beast,
Where the end justifies the means…
This and only this…
Is the real art of war.

Rubbing conservative mindsets against liberals,
Liberals against conservatives,
The political right wing against the left,
The political left wing against the right,
While in actual fact,
All belong to the same bird.

By controlling both sides of the conflict,
The poor against the rich,
The rich against the poor,
Black against white, white against black,
White against white, black against black,
Foreigners against Natives,
Natives against Foreigners,
Globalism versus Nationalism,
Nationalism versus Globalism,
And overall...
Religious mindsets challenging the secular,
And vice versa,
This is the real chessboard of the devil.

Supporting and financing social justice warriors,
Some even call themselves “Antifascists”,
Fighting Fascism where there is none,
Using the methods of Fascists,
Forbidding the Freedom of Speech,
Everyone they don´t agree.

Through all kind of “enter-tain-ment”
Creating bombs of mass distraction,
Nurturing the multiplication of ignorance,
Practicing inconsistence,

Indoctrinating the minds of the youth,
And the hearts of the old,
Trying to remove common sense,
To the point of no return.

Where sanity is considered as insane,
Where good becomes evil,
And evil becomes good,
Destroying the constitutional fundament,
The only fundament on that your nation is built.

The first amendment,
Has literally become a thorn in your eyes,
Once you enforced it to win ground,
To gain power and influence,
But today you want to abolish it,
And the world shall follow.

Mainstream and Social Media are on your side,
Stirring up the pot of chaos,
Creating public opinion out of nothing,
Helping you to sacrifice Liberty for Security,
Knowing very well,
That both will be lost at the end.

From religious liberty and freedom of conscience,
Once again,
History will repeat itself,
And move from censorship to persecution.
The attempt to dominate and unite the world by force,
In worship…
Is the same old rebellion against God,
As in ancient times,
The construction of the tower of Babel was.

The angels are holding back the winds of strive,
While you play the police man of the world,
But for how long you want to go further down this road?
How much more lives must be sacrificed?
How much more innocent blood are you willing to shed,
Until you powerful will repent?

You say in “God we trust”,
While you uplift your holy flag above His principals,
You say “One Nation under God”
At the same time you ignore and violate His moral standards.
Let me tell you…
National Apostasy will ultimately lead to National ruin.
But diligently you continue help,
To rebuild the bridges of Babylon,

By stretching out your hands over the Atlantic,
Serving the King of the North,
The King of Babylon.

Here is wisdom….
Let him that hath understanding,
Count the number of the beast:
For it is the number of a man…
And his number is Six hundred threescore and six.

